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WARRANTY TERMS & CONDITIONS
WARRANTY
Euroclean Vacuum Cleaners are warranted against defects arising from faulty
workmanship and materials for a period of 12 months.
1. The customer will notify the Company in writing promptly of any defects
noticed and give the Company or its authorized agent adequate opportunity to
inspect, test and remedy them for which the customer will deposit the goods if
so required by the Company, with the Company's Office/Service Centre along
with original Invoice, in the city where they are sold.
2. Inspection and Test Report of the Company's Office/Service Centre will be
final and binding under the Warranty for determining defects, repairs/
alterations which are required or carried out or certifying working of the goods
thereafter.
3. The Company or its authorized agent will be entitled to retain any defective
part replaced under the Warranty.
4. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained in or implied by this.
Warranty
a) The Company's liability under this Warranty shall be limited to the first sale for
the goods by the Company to the Customer and will not apply or extend to any
secondary sale of any of these goods by the Customer.
b) The Company's liability under terms of Warranty shall be limited only to
defects in the goods which occur under the conditions of normal operation of
the goods and their proper and prescribed use. This Warranty does not cover
or extend to defects which are determined by the company or its authorized
agents as occurring or resulting from or attributable to negligence, abuse,
misuse, faulty care operation or maintenance or repairs, alterations to the
goods or any part thereof by others or the use of the goods on electric supply
for which they are not designed or suffer damage caused by lightning or any
other electrical disturbance or interruption which may occur. The rectification /
replacement of the motor shall be at the company's discretion.
c) The Customer will have no claim against the Company, its employees and its
authorized agents or franchisees under or pursuant to this Warranty in respect
of death or injury to the Customer or any other person or loss or damage to any
property caused by or due to equipment failure, breakdown or accident, fire or
operation or utilization of the goods otherwise than in accordance with the
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User Manual or by or due to any other cause or circumstance beyond the control of
the Company.
d) The Company's liability under this Warranty shall in no event and under no
circumstances exceed the price paid by the Customer to the Company for the
goods stated in the invoice.
GENERAL
For the purpose of this Warranty, the following expressions shall have the following
meanings respectively:
1. ‘The Goods’ shall mean the goods described in the Order Form.
2. ‘The Customer' shall mean the original purchaser of the mentioned goods from the
Company.
3. The Company' shall mean the Company ‘EUREKA FORBES LIMITED'.
4. ‘General Terms and Conditions’ shall mean the Terms and Conditions agreed upon
by the Customer and the Company which are printed on the Order.
5. ‘Invoice’ shall mean the invoice issued by the Company to the Customer
describing the goods and indicating, inter alia, the total purchase price thereof and
the name of the Customer.
6. ‘User Manual' shall mean the instructions for installation, use and maintenance
contained in the leaflet, which is supplied by the Company.

WHY EUROCLEAN?

We, at Eureka Forbes, firmly believe that a quality life is the right of every individual. Which is why we endeavour to
offer you only the best of health and technology with our diverse and innovative range of products – designed for your
every need. Be it safe drinking water, pollution-free air, spotless surroundings or secure homes, we have invested in it
all – for your well-being.
Coming to you from the pioneers and leaders in vacuum cleaners, water and air purification systems, Euroclean is
designed to take care of your home cleaning needs.
l Trusted by over 5 million satisfied customers
l Developed by state-of-the-art R&D facility with high-end testing equipments
l Offers a wide range of products & accessories developed after extensive consumer research and usage

POST WARRANTY
1. The Customer may be offered a yearly Service Contract based on the prevailing
Company Rates and Terms.
2. In case the Customer does not wish to enter the Service Contract, he has the
option of calling our Service Centre and having its Euroclean Vacuum Cleaner
serviced on an actual basis, i.e. by paying for Labour Cost and Spares needed to
attend to that Service/Complaint call at the prevailing Company rates. Such
service will be rendered by the Company in towns/places where there are Service
Centres.
3. The Company will provide free servicing of the goods brought to the Service
Centre by the Customer, provided that all expensed of transporting the goods to
and from the Service Centre shall be borne by the Customer directly. If during such
servicing it is necessary for the Company to replace or repair defective
components or parts, the Customer shall be required to pay for the same as per the
Company's prevailing price list.

l Highest selling vacuum cleaner in India, for over 34 years
l Largest network of service technicians ensuring 100% service within a 5 km radius
l Thank you for choosing us as your partner in good health!
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THE EUROCLEAN ADVANTAGE

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Active Shield™: The Active Shield™ coating on Euroclean dust bags builds an impenetrable wall of antibacterial fighting agents and traps & deactivates the harmful minute microorganisms inside the bag. This
ensures 100% cleaning as well as 100% safety of the air expelled from the vacuum cleaner. (Available in
Euroclean Dynomite Vacuum Cleaners).
Triple I™: The intelligent ion inducer technology works on the ‘corona discharge’ method. A tiny current of electrons
flows down the needle to its point. The nearer the electrons come to the needlepoint, the closer they are forced
together. Since electrons naturally repel each other, when they reach the very tip of the needle they are forced off into
the nearest air molecule and become a negative ion. Negative ions repel each other as well, so as more and more
are produced they are emitted further out into the air. Negative ionizers are proven to clear the air of dust, pollen, pet
dander, mould spores and other potential allergens. Negative ions increase your sense of well-being and mental
clarity by removing the debilitating effects of excessive positive ions in your environment. (Available in Euroclean iClean Vacuum Cleaners).

Ergonomics™: Euroclean vacuum cleaners & cleaning machines are designed with care, keeping the
best ergonomic principles in mind. They are created to achieve new standards of operation along with
ease of handling. For example, the soft gripped conical-shaped hose handle comes loaded with a
patented 360 degree technology which swivels both sides, ensuring convenient and efficient cleaning
every time.

Rated Voltage

AC 220-240 V

Frequency

50/60 Hz

Rated Power

1000 W

Boiler Capacity

350 ml

Steam Pressure

3 bar

Electric Shock Protection

Class 1

Deep Cleaning+™: Euroclean efficiently cleans, disinfects and purifies your home from dirt, dust and
dust mites. It cleans not only on the surface but also reaches every difficult deep nook and corner,
thereby eliminating the fear of common dust-related allergies or recurrent illnesses. Optimised power
suction, superior airflow and its ability to effectively remove the dangerous microscopic dust mites make
the Euroclean a cleaning marvel.
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IMPORTANT SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS

GENERAL:
1.1 Application of Steam Cleaner for cleaning surface:
Always operate the appliance in accordance with the manufacturer's operation instruction.
NEVER ATTEMPT TO USE STEAM FOR CLEANING:
(1)
Switch, socket or other current carrying appliance.
(2)
Chemical fiber, silk fabric, low temperature plastic products or other low temperature products.
Following goods are recommended to be cleaned by steam:
Floor/wall: Ceramic tile, granite, waterproof wood floor, plastic floor, some cotton and wool carpet,
washable wallpaper. Exhibit window, window frame, furniture, girder, chimney, show window, mirror.
Weaved things: Cotton and hemp curtain, bathroom shade, dirt on cloth.
Sanitation establishment: Bath tub, bath basin, shower bath, toilet, kitchen.
Vehicle: Bumper, interior decoration, rainproof device, motorcycle, bicycle, frame, wheels and others.

WELCOME TO THE WORLD OF EUROCLEAN ECO CLEAN

Cleaning the surface removes only dirt and dust. You need a powerful weapon to battle
the millions of harmful microorganisms present in your house.

The Eco Clean Steam Cleaner from Eureka Forbes is a multipurpose machine that serves more than 10 cleaning
functions. It is equipped with a chemical-free cleaning process which, with the power of steam, helps you deep clean
stubborn dirt and dust with 100% accuracy. It also has a quick refill water tank which can be filled up even while the
machine is ON. It instantly generates steam in less than a minute and eliminates viruses and bacteria completely, helping
you keep your home sparkling clean and healthy!
Make the Eco Clean your handy health partner today!
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KNOW YOUR EUROCLEAN ECO CLEAN

IMPORTANT SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS

NAME AND FUNCTION OF MAIN BODY AND ACCESSORIES:
Main body:
1. Small steam nozzle - Steam comes out from here and accessory can be attached to it.
2. Safety valve - Add water from here. Turn right to close. Turn left to open.
3. Child lock - To prevent children from tampering the machine.
4. Steam release button - Press this button and the child lock at the same time, to release the steam.
5. Power cord
6. Power cord sheath
7. Main body
8. Indicators - Turns red in color during heating. If the pressure is ready, it turns green in color.

Special Caution: [Warning]
•
Never jet steam against person or any animal, and never attempt to touch steam
•
Never use wet hand to touch plug or cable or operate the appliance
•
Never attempt to clean switch, power socket or other current carrying appliance
•
Only fill clean drinking water into water tank, never attempt to fill in any detergent or other liquid (prevent steam
cleaner jet nozzle from blocking by cotton or other fiber things)
3.
(1)
(2)
(3)

SAFETY NOTICE WHEN NOT IN USE:
To prevent steam cleaner from an accidental operation, always switch off and unplug the unit.
Don't place the steam cleaner near any heat source (such as fire, radiator, heater, air blower and the like).
Never attempt to cover the hot steam cleaner immediately after use.

4.

MAINTENANCE AND SERVICE:
Please turn off the power supply and unplug the unit immediately and contact service center for maintenance under
following circumstances:
If the appliance or any part of the appliance is damaged.
Incase of any product operational issues.
If steam or water is leaking from the appliance.

(1)
(2)
(3)

Special caution:
•
Only competent service center or technician is allowed to maintain the appliance
•
Always unplug the unit before maintenance or service
•
Only specified spare parts are allowed to be used
•
Never attempt to make technical amendment of the appliance such as electric system, any spare parts or
technical parameters, etc.
•
Check the steam cleaner input power supply before usage, confirm electric parameter of input power supply
4
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IMPORTANT SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS

Please read the below mentioned instructions carefully before first usage and pay special attention to the safety
warnings. Keep the manual at an easily accessible place for regular consultation.
1.
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
2.
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
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SPECIAL CAUTION:
Only a qualified operator is allowed to operate the appliance. DO NOT allow children to play with it.
Do not leave the appliance running or keep it slanted during operation.
DO NOT use jet steam against a person or an animal.
Never attempt to use the appliance beyond the recommended range of application, have a trial test in
covert first for cleaning any object with material sensitive to temperature and humidity.
Don't damage power supply. For example, unplug the plug smoothly and straightly after use, but don’t pull
the cable.
Don't entangle the cable or steam tube, give them a hard pull and don't roll or press them. A severe vibration will
damage the machine.

KNOW YOUR EUROCLEAN ECO CLEAN

Accessories:
1. Straight nozzle - For corner/narrow space
2. Angel nozzle - For dead/narrow space
3. Point brush - For rest room, kitchen
4. Iron brush - Ironing clothes
5. Extension hose
6. Cloth for iron brush - Assembly
7. Floor brush - For floor
8. Funnel - For filling water in the unit
9. Measuring cup - For filling water
10. Cloth for floor brush
11. Extension tube

INSPECT THE APPLIANCE BEFORE USE:
Inspect steam cleaner’s input and output cable connection and plug.
Check if the input power supply is in compliance with the requirement.
Fill in 250ml clean drinking water, close safety valve tightly before turning the power ON.
If steam cleaner’s cable or steam hose is damaged, contact the sales department or service center
for repair, change the spare part.
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INSTALLING YOUR EUROCLEAN ECO CLEAN

USAGE：
1.
2.
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Assembly of steam cleaner
Choose needed accessories for connection.
Methods of filling water and caution:
Turn left to open the safety valve. (Note: It cannot be opened when there is steam in the boiler, you must
release all the steam to open the safety valve.)
Use funnel to fill water, capacity is 250ml, then turn clockwise to close the safety valve.
Only fill clean drinking water.
Never attempt to fill in any detergent or other additive.

3. Start-up and caution:
Connect power supply notice:
Input voltage must be same as indicated on the appliance label.
(1) Plug into the socket as required. Turn on the power.
(2) When the indicator turns red in color, it means the heating is ON.
(3) When the pressure is ready, the indicator turns green in color. The machine is now ready for use and can pump
the steam.
Cleaning:
Have a trial test in covert first, for cleaning any object with material sensitive to temperature and humidity. The
object which is to be cleaned must be able to sustain high temperature.
Push the child lock and steam release button at the same time. Spray steam for cleaning.
Open the safety valve when there is no water.
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INSTALLING YOUR EUROCLEAN ECO CLEAN

Important tips during cleaning:
• Don’t clean electriferous appliance to prevent electric shock
• Chemical fiber and silk can not be cleaned to prevent scald
• To prevent window from cracking in winter, keep the jet nozzle 30 cm away from glass to preheat the window first
Turning off
Push the steam release button to release steam until no steam comes out, then turn off the steam release button.
Unplug the unit, wipe the appliance with dry cloth. Pouring the rest of the water in the boiler. Let the unit to cool
down and then store it.
Storage
• Never attempt to cover the hot steam cleaner immediately after use
• Don't place it near any heat source
• Place the appliance in dry surroundings with good ventilation
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